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Abstract: Investigating the effect of four types of artificial

nerve graft (ANG) structures on rat sciatic nerve defect repair

will aid future ANG designs. In this study, fibroin fibers and

polylactic acid were used to prepare four ANGs with differing

structures: nerve conduit with micron-sized pores (Conduit

with pore group), nerve conduit without micron-sized pores

(Conduit group), nerve scaffold comprising Conduit with pore

group material plus silk fibers (Scaffold with pore group),

and nerve scaffold comprising Conduit group material plus

silk fibers (Scaffold group). ANGs or autologous nerves

(Autologous group) were implanted into 10 mm rat sciatic

nerve defects (n 5 50 per group). Twenty weeks after nerve

grafting, the time required to retract the surgical limb from

the hot water was ranked as follows: Conduit with pore

group>Scaffold with pore group>Conduit group>Scaffold

group>Autologous group. The static sciatic index was

ranked in descending order: Autologous group>Scaffold

group>Conduit group>Scaffold with pore group>Conduit

with pore group. Immunofluorescence staining identified sig-

nificant differences in the distribution and number of axons,

Schwann cells, and fibroblasts. These findings indicate that

ANGs with micron-sized pores had a negative impact on the

repair of peripheral nerve defects, while internal microchan-

nels were beneficial. VC 2017 The Authors. Journal of Biomedical

Materials Research Part A Published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The incidence of peripheral nerve defects is high, and with a
lack of suitable nerve replacement grafts, repair rates remain
low.1,2 Development of artificial nerve grafts (ANGs) to replace
autologous nerve grafts is under intense research.3–12 A neural
conduit is an ANG with a hollow tubular structure,13–19 while
a conduit with filler is referred to as a nerve scaffold.20,21

There is a popular belief that the presence of micron-sized
pores on the neural conduit wall favors the exchange of mate-
rials between the internal and external environment of the
neural conduit, which is beneficial for nerve regeneration.
Therefore, porosity is considered to be an important indicator
for the assessment of neural conduits.22 Given the existing evi-
dence that the presence of pores on the nerve conduit wall
can impede nerve regeneration,23 we try to explore whether
the presence of micron-sized pores on the wall of neural con-
duit prepared in this study affects peripheral nerve repair neg-
atively or positively.

The presence or absence of pores on the neural conduit
wall is a relative concept; indeed, the presence of

nanometre-sized pores is inevitable because of the naturally
produced honeycomb structures during solvent volatiliza-
tion during the preparation of the neural conduit.24 How-
ever, micron-sized pores can be eliminated or added
through artificial interventions. Existing pores on the wall of
a neural conduit made of hydrogel are generally produced
following hydrogel drying. Interestingly, these pores change
in response to the tissue fluid when implanted in vivo. Con-
sequently, the morphology of micron-sized pores fabricated
with insoluble material in this study cannot change by the
tissue fluid after implanted into animals.

Previous studies have shown that the internal structures
of ANGs directly influence their restorative effects on
peripheral nerve defects.7 Based on this, microchannels
inside artificial nerves have been developed, with represen-
tative numbers such as, 2, 4, and 725; 826; 927; 3022; 59, 84,
and 143.11 Given that the diameter of peripheral nerves is
relatively fixed, higher numbers of microchannels result in
smaller microchannel diameters. Many artificial fibers are
reported to be filled with a neural conduit to generate a
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nerve scaffold.3 In studies of peripheral nerve repair using
artificial nerve constructions, the neural conduit28,29 is typi-
cally a millimeter-sized single channel, while inside the
nerve scaffold5,7 there exist micron-sized25,27 or nanometre-
sized3 microchannels. Whether these microchannels are
interconnected or in parallel may affect the extending direc-
tion of the axon. A single axon is micron-sized and cannot
pass through a nanometre-sized microchannel. To date, it
remains unclear whether it is the microchannels or the
materials themselves that are responsible for guiding regen-
eration of the nerve fibers. Therefore, the materials we used
here to make these microchannels were considered as a
track to guide axonal regeneration. Statistically, the number
of nerve fibers on the cross section of the rat sciatic nerve is
about 60003 This said, it is rational to ensure that the artifi-
cial nerve is equipped with a similar amount of microchan-
nels or tracks. Therefore, we placed �6000 fibroin fibers into
the nerve conduit, and the adjacent gaps between these
fibers were considered as microchannels or tracks to guide
axonal regeneration. Peripheral nerve fibers are composed of
axons and Schwann cells, and fibroblasts are involved in the
early repair of peripheral nerve defects.30 New cell types and
tissues in the graft are directly related to the repair effect.
Therefore, in our study, cell types in the newly formed tis-
sues inside the artificial nerves served as an indicator to
evaluate peripheral nerve defect repair.

Natural silk fiber is composed of fibroin and sericin; and
after removal of sericin, the silk fiber becomes water insolu-
ble fibroin fiber.31–33 Water-soluble regenerated fibroin is
representative of the silk used in tissue engineering,34 such
as in artificial neural research.13,24,28,31 However, the appli-
cation of natural fibroin fibers has not yet been reported in
artificial neural research.

We prepared four structurally different ANGs: (1) a
nerve conduit with micron-sized pores on its wall (Conduit
with pore group), (2) a nerve conduit without micron-sized
pores on its wall (Conduit group), (3) a nerve scaffold com-
posed of Conduit with pore group material with fibroin
fiber microchannels or tracks (Scaffold with pore group),
and 4) a nerve scaffold composed of Conduit group material
with fibroin fiber microchannels (Scaffold group). To evalu-
ate their effects, with or without pores and internal micro-
channels, in peripheral nerve repair, autologous nerve
grafting was used as a control (Autologous group), mean-
while artificial and autologous nerve grafts were implanted
into a 10 mm sciatic nerve defect in rats. Sensory and
motor functional recoveries of surgical limbs were assessed
according to previously reported methods.35,36 Cell types in
the grafts were determined using immunofluorescence
staining. These measurements provided evidence for study-
ing the morphology and structure of the artificial nerves.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of ANGs
Silk fabric (175 mesh, plain weaving) was provided by Bio-
Technology College of Southwest University, China. During
the silk fabric weaving process, square pores of about 20
lm in width formed naturally on its surface. The silk fabric

was cut to strips (12 3 12 mm), and immersed in a 0.5%
(W/V)NaCO3 aqueous solution. The solution was stirred at
1008C for 1 h using a constant magnetic stirrer (type 85–2,
Shanghai Instrument Co., Shanghai, China), then placed in
deionized water and stirred at 708C for 1 h. The experimen-
tal procedures were repeated three times, and the silk fabric
strips were removed and dried using ventilation equipment
(CS101–2 A BN, Chongqing Immortalized ExperimentalIn-
strument Factory, China) at 408C.

To prepare a semi-finished tube, silk fabric strips were
immersed for 2 h in a chloroform solution containing 10%
(W/V) polylactic acid (PLA; molecular weight 200,000 Dal-
tons; Esun, Shenzhen, China), removed from the solution
and wound tightly twice around a stick (with an outer
diameter of 1.8 mm.), then covered with a fixing strip (12
3 100 mm), and dried using ventilation equipment. Next,
the stick and fixing strip were removed.

To prepare the tube, along the longitudinal axis of the
semi-finished tube, over-and-over whip sutures were
applied with a needle to fix the cross- sections of the silk
fabric strip that formed the semi-finished tube, and another
3 suture lines were applied along the longitudinal axis of
the semi-finished tube, evenly distributed along the circum-
ference of the tube, to tie the two layers of silk fabric strips.

These tubes were used to prepare two types of nerve
conduits. For both conduit types, tubes were immersed for
2 h in the chloroform solution and dried naturally at room
temperature. For the first type, the conduit was re-immersed
in PLA solution for 1 min and air-dried: this process was
repeated several times in order for the original wall pores to
become blocked by PLA [Conduit; Fig. 1(E)]. The second
nerve conduit type presented with the original wall pores
and it was simply covered with PLA [Conduit with pore; Fig.
1(C)]. To generate the two nerve scaffolds, 6000 fibroin
fibere longer than 20 mm were prepared as a bundle, and
drawn inside the tubes (both nerve conduit types) with a
string. Subsequently, the tubes with the 6000 fibroin fibers
inside were cut to a length of 12 mm, resulting in the genera-
tion of one with microchannels and micron-sized pores
[Scaffold with pore; Fig. 1(D)] and another with microchan-
nels, but not micron-sized pores [Scaffold; Fig. 1(F)].

Artificial nerve grafting
Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing 2506 10 g, were provided
by the Experimental Animal Center of the Third Military
Medical University affiliated to the People’s Liberation Army,
China. One hind limb on each rat was randomly selected for
artificial nerve grafting. Preparation of the 10 mm sciatic
nerve defect animal model and nerve grafting surgical
implantation were carried out in accordance with a previ-
ously described method.5 In brief, the nerve graft (Autolo-
gous, Conduit, Conduit with pore, Scaffold, or Scaffold with
pore; n550/group) was implanted to bridge the 10 mm
sciatic nerve defect.

Sensory function testing
In accordance with previous studies,35 all rats were fixated
at 1–17 and 20 weeks post-surgery, to ensure the surgical
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limb was immersed in a hot water bath at a constant tempera-
ture of 508C. The time required to retract the limb in response
to this heat stimulus was recorded to assess the recovery of
the sensory function in the operated rats. The time of Sham
Operation limb retraction was also recorded and calculated as
an average from the data obtained from all experimental rats:
the mean value was considered as the control.

Motor function testing
In accordance with literature,36 the static sciatic index (SSI)
was measured in rats at 1–20 weeks after surgery.

Morphological and immunofluorescent observation of
the nerve grafts
At specified time points after nerve grafting, the artificial
nerve bridging effects were evaluated by observing the graft
appearance. Grafts were frozen (–808C), sectioned (6 mm
thickness) using a cryostat (CM1850, LEICA, Germany),
stained using immunofluorescent markers, and examined
under a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM200, Zeiss,
Germany) to identify different cell types within the graft.
Nuclei were stained blue using 40,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (Biosynthesis Biotechnology, China). Primary
antibody for low-affinity nerve growth factor receptor
(NGFR) P75 (goat anti-rat; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, USA)
was used to identify Schwann cells. Primary antibodies
against fibronectin (goat anti-rat; Santa Cruz Biotechnology)
and NF200 (rabbit anti-rat; Sigma, USA) were used to iden-
tify fibroblasts and axons, respectively. Schwann cells and
fibroblasts were labeled green using donkey anti-goat sec-
ondary antibody and axons were marked red using donkey
anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Life Technologies, USA).
Specific steps for immunofluorescence staining were per-
formed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis
All data of motor and sensory function test were statistically
analyzed using SPSS software, to compared their differences
among the different time points in the same group or
among groups at the same time point, and illustrated using
Origin 8.0 software.

All data were regression analyzed to distinguish the
effect of pores and microchannels on nerve defect repair as
shown below.

FIGURE 1. Structure of the nerve grafts. A: Silk fabric (SEM), B: Nerve scaffold with an inner structure of microchannels and a wall without

micron-sized pores (SEM), C: Shape of nerve conduit with micron-sized pores, D: Shape of nerve scaffold with an inner structure of microchan-

nels and a wall with micron-sized pores, E: Shape of nerve conduit without micron-sized pores, F: Shape of nerve scaffold with an inner struc-

ture of microchannels and a wall without micron-sized pores, G: Nerve conduit surface with micron-sized pores (SEM), H: Nerve conduit surface

without micron-sized pores (SEM).
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We assumed a regression model:

yi5a1b1X11b2X21li (1)

yi5 value (mean) of experimental group – value (mean) of
Autologous group

a is a constant, X1 and X2 are dummy variables.

X15
1; ANG with micron2sized pores

0; ANG without micron2sized pores

(
(2)

X25
1; ANG with microchannels

0; ANG without microchannels

(
(3)

b1 and b2 respectively are dummy variable regression coef-
ficients of X1 and X2.

l is a stochastic error term.

l�Nð0;r2Þ (4)

Rewriting formula (1) as:

ŷ i5â1b̂1X11b̂2X2 (5)

b̂1 and b̂2, respectively, are estimators of b1 and b2. By for-
mulas (1) and (5), residual error ei can be obtained as:

ei5yi2ŷ i (6)

By ordinary least square, the best way to estimate a regres-
sion model is to choose values of b̂1 and b̂2 (estimators of
b1 and b2) to let residual error ei to achieve minimum.

min
X

e2i 5
X
ðyi2ŷ i Þ

2 (7)

Regression analysis data is presented in Table I.
Stata 10 software was used to calculate formula (7) to

obtain the estimator of b1 and b2.
If b1>0, then it indicates that the pores will increase

the value of yi; otherwise, the pores will reduce the value of
yi. If b2> 0, then it indicates that the microchannels will
increase the value of yi; otherwise, the microchannels will
reduce the value of yi.

RESULTS

Results from the sensory function testing
The mean time for Sham Operation limb retraction was
0.74 s. As shown in Figure 2, within 1 week after nerve
grafting, inter- or intra-group comparison measured a non-
significant difference in surgical limb retraction time of
�2.63 s. At 1–8 weeks after nerve grafting, data indicated
irregularity. At 4–8 weeks after nerve grafting, no significant
differences in surgical limb retraction times were observed
between Conduit with pore and Conduit groups, but both
were longer compared with Scaffold with pore and Scaffold
groups. Taken together, these findings indicate that at 4–8
weeks after nerve grafting, a shorter time for surgical limb

retraction was detected in rats that had undergone implan-
tation of nerve scaffolds with microchannels (Scaffold, Scaf-
fold with pore groups) compared with those that had
undergone implantation of nerve conduits without micro-
channels (Conduit with pore, Conduit groups).

At 12–20 weeks after nerve grafting data indicated regu-
larity, intergroup comparisons revealed significant differen-
ces for surgical limb retraction times as follows: Conduit
with pore group> Scaffold with pore group>Conduit
group> Scaffold group>Autologous group. As shown in
Figure 2, surgical limb retraction time was significantly
shorter in the Conduit and Scaffold groups without micron-
size pores compared with Conduit with pore and Scaffold
with pore groups with micron-sized pores. This implicates
that micron-sized pores in the wall of ANGs are not condu-
cive to bridging peripheral nerve defect. Similarly, a shorter
surgical limb retraction time was observed in Scaffold with
pore and Scaffold groups with microchannel structures com-
pared with Conduit with pore and Conduit groups without
microchannels (Scaffold with pore group<Conduit with

TABLE I. A Sample Table of Regression Analysis Data

Arrangement

Yi X1 (pore) X2 (microchannel)

Conduit group–
Autologous group

0 0

Scaffold group–
Autologous group

0 1

Conduit whit pore
group–Autologous
group

1 0

Scaffold with pore
group–Autologous
group

1 1

FIGURE 2. Withdrawal time of foot from the hot water. After statistical

analysis (p> 0.05), the values symboled with the same characters (§,

@, VR , #, U, or W) indicated no significant difference, while the values

symboled with the different characters (§, @, VR , #, U, W, or *) indi-

cated significant difference. “*” Indicated the values showed signifi-

cant difference.
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pore group, Scaffold group< Conduit group). This implicates
that microchannels inside ANGs are conducive to bridging
peripheral nerve defects. Therefore, we conclude from these
findings that micron-sized pores and microchannels function
negatively and positively, respectively, to bridge peripheral
nerve defects.

At 10–20 weeks after nerve grafting, The results (Table
II) of the regression analysis of data obtained from the sen-
sor function test showed that b1 5 0.37> 0 and
b2 5 20.16< 0. b1> 0 indicates that the pores increased
the value of yi. b2< 0 indicates that the microchannels
reduced the value of yi. In the sensor function test, longer
time (yi) corresponded to a poorer effect of ANG on nerve
defect repair. Therefore, these findings indicated that pores
and microchannels function negatively and positively,
respectively, to bridge nerve defects.

Results from the motor function testing
As shown in Figure 3, at 1–4 weeks after nerve grafting,
there were no significant differences in SSI1 100 values
between groups. At 8–20 weeks after nerve grafting, with
the exception of the data from published literature36 (Fig. 3,
M. B group), the Autologous group had the highest
SSI1 100 value over the Scaffold group, followed by the
Conduit, Scaffold with pore, and Conduit with pore groups.
Furthermore, SSI1100 values in the Scaffold and Conduit
groups without micron-sized pores were higher than those
in the Scaffold with pore and Conduit with pore groups

with micron-sized pores. This suggests that the presence of
micron-sized pores on the wall of ANGs is not conducive to
peripheral nerve repair. SSI1 100 values in the Scaffold and
Scaffold with pore groups with microchannels were respec-
tively higher than those in the Conduit and Conduit with
pore groups without microchannels. This indicated that
ANGs with microchannels facilitated peripheral nerve repair.
As reported previously in,36 the nerves were sutured
directly following the sciatic nerve transection and the
SSI1 100 values were detected at a series of time points.
The SSI1 100 values of the artificial nerves in all experi-
mental groups, the Autologous group (control) and M. B
group should theoretically be in ascending order, which was
in agreement with the results of this study.

At 10–20 weeks after nerve grafting, The results (Table
III) of the regression analysis of data obtained from the
motor function test showed that b1 5 25.75< 0 and
b2 53.72> 0. b1<0 indicates that the pores reduced the
value of yi. b2> 0 indicates that the microchannels
increased the value of yi. In the motor function test, higher
SSI value (yi) corresponded to a better effect of ANG on
nerve defect repair. Therefore, these findings indicated that
pores and microchannels function negatively and positively,
respectively, to bridge nerve defects.

Internal and external nerve graft structures
The nerve graft morphology was observed at a series of
time points after nerve grafting in order to evaluate biocom-
patibility. As shown in Figure 4, at 4 weeks post-grafting, all
four types of ANGs achieved proximal and distal fusion with
the sciatic nerve in the rat recipients. There were no neo-
plastic tissues on the graft surface and no adhesions with
adjacent muscle tissues, indicating that all ANGs had good
biocompatibility. A smoother surface was observed on the
Conduit [Fig. 4(C)] and Scaffold [Fig. 4(D)] graft groups
without micron-sized pores compared with the Conduit
with pore [Fig. 4(B)] and Scaffold with pore [Fig. 4(E,F)]
graft groups with micron-sized pores, in all groups indicat-
ing incomplete degradation of PLA. Moreover, the graft walls
remained sealed. When compared with pre-transplantation
(Fig. 1), the gaps between fibroin fibers inside the
implanted grafts [Fig. 4(E)] were full of biological tissues,
and the nerve ends were bridged and healed. At 20 weeks
post-grafting, it was difficult to distinguish between the
grafting segment and the residual sciatic nerve in terms of
texture, color, and diameter.

At 20 weeks post-grafting, fibroblasts were absent on
the cross section of the Autologous group, with axons and
nuclei arranged regularly [Fig. 5(A)]. More axons and fewer

TABLE II. Regression Analysis of Data Obtained from the

Sensory Function Test (10th–20th Week)

Coefficient SE t P> I t I

b1 0.37 0.014 27.00 0.00
b2 20.16 0.014 211.45 0.00
a 0.39 0.011 32.97 0.00

FIGURE 3. Static sciatic index. After statistical analysis (p> 0.05), the

values symboled with the same characters (U, §, or W) indicated no

significant difference, while the values symboled with the different

characters (U, §, W, or *) indicated significant difference. “*” Indicated

the values showed significant difference.

TABLE III. Regression Analysis of Data Obtained From the

Motor Function Test (10th–20th Week)

Coefficient SE t P> I t I

b1 25.75 0.72 27.98 0.00
b2 3.72 0.72 5.16 0.00
A 213.08 0.62 220.96 0.00
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fibroblasts were observed in the Scaffold group [Fig. 5 (B)]
compared with the Scaffold with pore group [Fig. 5 (C)].
This was also the case in the Conduit group [Fig. 4 (D)]
compared with the Conduit with pore group [Fig. 4 (E)].

At 20 weeks post-grafting, a large number of Schwann
cells, axons, and nuclei were present on the cross section of
the Autologous group [Fig. 6(A)]. A greater number of axons
and Schwann cells were observed in the Scaffold group [Fig.
6(B)] compared with the Scaffold with pore group [Fig.
6(C)], and similarly in the Conduit group [Fig. 6(D)] com-
pared with the Conduit with pore group [Fig. 6(E)]. In the
Conduit with pore group, axons were distributed noticeably
unevenly as clusters.

DISCUSSION

The rat sciatic nerve contains both afferent and efferent
nerve fibers. Therefore, the degree of sensorimotor func-
tional recovery indirectly reflects the repair effect of ANGs
on sciatic nerve defects.35,36 Nerve conduction is achieved
via the axon, while Schwann cells form a myelin sheath
wrapping around the axon. Thus, the number of axons and
Schwann cells on the cross section of a nerve graft intui-
tively reflects the merits and demerits of tissue repair.
Fibroblasts were clearly absent in the cross section of the
normal sciatic nerve. The higher number of fibroblasts in
the cross section of the nerve grafts indicate inferior sciatic
nerve repair.

With respect to tissue inflammation, an inflammatory
response is elicited following grafting. Grafts with poor bio-
compatibility will be regarded as foreign intruders by the
body, resulting in the formation of a connective tissue cap-
sule (neoplasm) on the graft surface, thus isolating the graft
from normal tissues. In our study, none of the four ANGs
resulted in neoplastic tissue formation on their surfaces and
no adhesions with adjacent muscle tissues were observed.
This indicates that all the ANGs had good biocompatibility.

With respect to the effects of ANGs with pores on rat
sciatic nerve 10 mm defect repair, both our sensory and
motor function tests suggested that the presence of micron-
sized pores on the outer wall of ANGs prepared in this
study is not favourable to the afferent nerve fiber repair. In
fact, the micron-sized pores were shown to inhibit axonal
regeneration and facilitate fibroblast infiltration and growth.
Furthermore, the micron-sized pores did not promote axo-
nal regeneration and Schwann cell proliferation. These find-
ings suggest that ANGs with micron-sized pores on their
walls is not better to the peripheral nerve repair than those
without micron-sized pores.

Material exchange is necessary during the repair of
peripheral nerve defects. In the normal sciatic nerve, mate-
rial exchange may be achieved as follows: (1) via the capil-
laries inside the nerve; (2) through the flow of cytoplasm
within the axon; and (3) between adjacent cells and the
extracellular matrix. After nerve grafting, the gap between
the nerve ends is filled with tissue fluid that is responsible

FIGURE 4. Shape of the grafts after nerve grafting. A: Autologous sciatic nerve group (0 week), B: Conduit with pore group (4 weeks), C: Conduit

group (4 weeks), D: Scaffold group (4 weeks), E, F: Anatomic structure of the scaffold with pore group (4 weeks).
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for substance exchange in the ANG. Material exchange can
therefore occur in ANGs with no pores for nerve regenera-
tion. In general, cells and tissues adjacent to an ANG, such
as inflammatory cells, have the opportunity to enter into
micron-sized pores (>5 mm in diameter) and successively
proliferate.23 We propose that the growth and proliferation
of these cells interfere with the normal activity of the cells
inside the ANG.

Our experimental findings suggest that the presence of
microchannels inside the ANG enhances nerve fiber restora-
tion. A highly uneven distribution of axons arranged in clus-
ters was observed in the Conduit with pore group,
indicating that the absence of microchannels is not benefi-
cial to the required ordered arrangement of axons for
peripheral nerve repair.

Representing the internal microenvironment of ANGs,
microchannels greatly influence cell behaviour during nerve

fibers reconstruction.7 Studies have shown that during
peripheral nerve repair, fibroblasts initially guide ordered
arrangement of Schwann cells, and subsequently Schwann
cells guide axonal regeneration.30 Given that both fibroblasts
and Schwann cells are adherent cells, they are both specu-
lated to adhere preferentially to the inner wall of the ANG
during repair, rather than to free-float in the lumen of the
microchannels. Therefore, the mechanisms underlying the
guided nerve regeneration facilitated by these microchan-
nels may be associated with the role of microchannel mate-
rials as a track for cell growth and arrangement, to guide
axonal growth. In this study, the fibroin fibers used to fill
the nerve scaffolds likely acted as tracks, guiding cell
growth and thereby axonal regeneration. It can be presumed
that the generation of numerous parallel, with a degradation
rate matching that of native peripheral nerve regeneration
would benefit nerve fiber reconstruction by ANGs. In fact, a

FIGURE 5. Immunofluorescence of nerve graft frozen sections stained with DAPI (blue), NF200 (red), and Fibronectin (green) at 20 weeks after

implantation. A: Autologous group, B: Scaffold group, C: Scaffold with pore group, D: Conduit group, E: Conduit with pore group. White arrow:

Fibroin fiber. Green arrows: nuclei.
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series of follow-up experiments is required to explore
whether the presence of micron-sized pores on the neural
conduit affects peripheral nerve repair negatively or
positively.

CONCLUSIONS

All four types of ANGs prepared in this study had good bio-
compatibility, which contributed to the successful repair of
peripheral nerve defects in rats. The presence of microchan-
nels (tracks) inside the ANG favored axon regeneration and
the orderly arrangement of tissues for enhanced peripheral
nerve repair. It is possible that the presence of micron-sized
pores on the wall of the ANG promoted fibroblast growth
and inhibited Schwann cell and axonal growth, resulting in
inferior peripheral nerve repair. But a series of follow-up
experiments is required to explore whether the presence of

micron-sized pores on the neural conduit affects peripheral
nerve repair negatively or positively.
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